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You Can Live a Life 
Marked by Joy . . . Even Now

JoyKeeper
6 Truths That Change Everything You Thought 

You Knew about Joy
by Suzanne Eller

Joy is something we all want, but it can feel elusive when it’s defined by how we feel in 
a given moment or by what our circumstances are in the present. Sometimes joy feels 
like it can be taken away, even when things are good. The concept of joy feels even more 
tenuous as we try to find our way through a pandemic, change, and uncertainty. 

Suzanne Eller believes that joy is more than a feeling. It’s a knowing. 

In her new book, JoyKeeper, Suzanne shares six biblical truths that will transform our 
understanding of joy. 

In addition to key passages from Scripture and pause points for readers to do heart 
work, Suzanne shares the lows and the highs of how she has come to know true joy. 

She helps readers

     •  Replace the need to hide emotions with honesty about how they feel
     •  Redefine joy from an up-and-down feeling to who God is in the right-now
     •  Discover how joy guides through the hard places as well as the good
     •  Run freely to their Source of joy, rather than try to do it on their own
     •  Confront everyday joy stealers to live day-to-day as a JoyKeeper

Whether you are experiencing deep sorrow—from illness, financial stress, loss, change—
or great happiness—from new life, friendship, love—JoyKeeper will powerfully redefine 
what joy looks like as you embrace a life marked by joy. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Suzanne (Suzie) Eller is a bestselling author, Bible teacher and speaker, and cohost 
of the popular More Than Small Talk podcast. Suzie has been featured on  
hundreds of TV and radio programs. When she’s not writing, you’ll find her  
kayaking, hanging out with her “littles,” finding the best food truck, or hiking. 
Learn more at tsuzanneeller.com/joykeeper. 
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